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AlGaN/GaN HEMTs on Silicon With Hybrid
Schottky–Ohmic Drain for High Breakdown

Voltage and Low Leakage Current
Yi-Wei Lian, Yu-Syuan Lin, Hou-Cheng Lu, Yen-Chieh Huang, and Shawn S. H. Hsu

Abstract—In this letter, a hybrid Schottky–ohmic drain struc-
ture is proposed for AlGaN/GaN high-electron-mobility transis-
tors on a Si substrate. Without additional photomasks and extra
process steps, the hybrid drain design forms a Γ-shaped electrode
to smooth the electric field distribution at the drain side, which
improves the breakdown voltage and lowers the leakage current.
In addition, the hybrid drain provides an auxiliary current path
and decreases the ON-resistance, in contrast to the devices with a
pure Schottky drain. Compared with the conventional ohmic drain
devices, the breakdown voltage could be improved up to 64.9%,
and the leakage current is suppressed by one order of magnitude
without degradation of the specific ON-resistance.

Index Terms—Breakdown voltage, GaN, high-electron-mobility
transistors (HEMTs), leakage current, Schottky, silicon.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-PERFORMANCE AlGaN/GaN high-electron-
mobility transistors (HEMTs) have been realized on the

silicon substrate for high-power applications in recent years,
while one issue remains for these devices is the relatively high
leakage current due to the quality of the buffer layer [1], [2].
Such a large leakage current causes serious OFF-state loss in
the power supply and reduces the efficiency of the system.
The breakdown mechanism is also affected by the leakage
current through the buffer layer due to the imperfections and
dislocations [3]. Different approaches such as Fe-doped [4] or
C-doped buffer [5], thick buffer layer [6], substrate removal
[7], and Schottky drain technology [8] were proposed to reduce
the buffer leakage current and improve the breakdown voltage.

It has been proved that the process of ohmic contact is
critical to the device buffer leakage current [9]. The metal
spikes in the GaN channel layer and/or the buffer layer origi-
nating from alloyed ohmic contact formation cause undesired
local electric field peaks at the drain side and induce leakage
current. Recently, the Schottky drain approach for high-power
AlGaN/GaN HEMTs has been proposed to enhance the buffer
breakdown voltage [8]. However, the nonzero onset voltage Von

(typical ∼1 V) results in increased specific ON-resistance Ron

[8], [10]. To overcome this problem, a hybrid Schottky–ohmic
drain structure was proposed in E-mode AlGaN/GaN HEMTs
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Fig. 1. Cross sections of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs on silicon with different types
of drain electrodes: (a) ohmic drain, (b) Schottky drain, and (c) hybrid drain.

[11]. Although also with the hybrid drain structure, the main
purpose in [11] is to obtain reverse blocking capability for the
normally off GaN HEMTs. In this letter, we use the hybrid
drain that acts similar to a field plate to improve the OFF-
state breakdown voltage and reduce the leakage current, while
maintaining a similar Ron. In addition, the Schottky drain in
[11] was treated by the fluorine plasma underneath, whereas
the devices in this study do not use any fluorine treatment for
the hybrid drain. Compared with the conventional ohmic drain
devices, the hybrid drain devices in [11] showed a higher Ron

and an almost unchanged breakdown voltage.
In this letter, we propose a hybrid Schottky–ohmic drain

structure for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs on a Si substrate, which
demonstrates a zero onset voltage and a similar specific ON-
resistance with the traditional ohmic drain devices. Without any
additional photomasks and process steps, the hybrid drain de-
vices increase the breakdown voltage up to 64.9% and suppress
the leakage current by about one order of magnitude without
degradation of Ron.

II. DEVICE DESIGN AND FABRICATION

The cross sections of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs on a Si substrate
with three different drain electrode structures including the con-
ventional ohmic drain, pure Schottky drain, and the proposed
hybrid Schottky–ohmic drain are shown in Fig. 1(a)–(c), re-
spectively. In this letter, we compare the three device structures
on two samples, i.e., sample A and sample B, with different
epitaxial layer thicknesses (∼1 µm for sample A and ∼4.8 µm
for sample B). The layer structure of sample A consists of a
1-µm unintentionally doped (UID) layer (including buffer and
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Fig. 2. Device layout of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs with different types of drain
electrodes: (a) ohmic drain, (b) Schottky drain, and (c) hybrid drain.

GaN channel) and followed by a 24-nm UID Al0.25Ga0.75N
barrier layer. On the other hand, sample B consists of a
3.3-µm buffer layer, a 1.5-µm UID GaN layer, followed by a
20-nm Al0.25Ga0.75N barrier layer and a 1-nm GaN cap layer.
Although the exact structure of the buffer layer is not available,
it usually requires an AlN layer on the Si substrate to prevent
diffusion of Ga into Si. In addition, the AlN/GaN multistack
layers or AlGaN layers are often used for growing a high-
quality GaN channel. The mobility values, sheet resistances,
and carrier concentrations of samples A and B are 1519 and
1492 cm2/V · s, 476 and 432 Ω/�, and 8.6 × 1012 and 9.7 ×
1012 cm−2, respectively.

The device active region was first isolated by inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) dry etching using Cl2/Ar mixture gas,
and the etching depth is 300 nm. After defining the ohmic area
by the photoresist, the samples were recessed by low-power Ar
plasma treatment in an ICP system to reduce the ohmic contact
resistance. The ohmic contacts were formed with Ti/Al/Ti/Au
(20 nm/150 nm/45 nm/55 nm) by electron beam evapora-
tion and then followed by rapid thermal annealing at 800 ◦C
for 30 s in the nitrogen ambient. The metal stack of Ni/Au
(20 nm/300 nm) was deposited to form the Schottky gate. Note
that the Schottky gate metal (Ni/Au) was also utilized for the
drain side Schottky metal of Schottky and hybrid drain devices.
After finishing the Schottky metal deposition, a multilayer
surface passivation composed of SiN and SiO was deposited
by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. Note that the
devices with ohmic, Schottky, and hybrid drain electrodes were
simultaneously carried out on the same wafer and in close
proximity to each other for a fair comparison.

Compared with the conventional ohmic drain device as
shown in Fig. 1(a), the drain side Schottky metal of the
proposed hybrid drain structure is deposited above the alloyed
ohmic contact directly with an extension Lext of 3 µm, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(c). It should be emphasized that the
gate–drain spacing LGD of the hybrid drain devices is kept
identical to the other two types of devices for a fair comparison
of breakdown voltage. The extended Schottky metal has a
smooth interface with the AlGaN layer (or GaN cap layer) and
acts similar to a Γ-shaped field plate electrode, alleviating the
electric field crowding effect in the vicinity of the drain ohmic
contact. Fig. 2 depicts the device layout and metallization for

Fig. 3. IDS−VDS characteristics of different structures in sample A.

Fig. 4. Breakdown voltage VBK as a function of the gate–drain spacing LGD

with three different structures at VGS = −10 V.

the three types of devices. The square-gate layout is adopted to
reduce the gate leakage current and mitigate the effects of traps
originating from the dry etching damage at the sidewall of the
mesa edge [12].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fabricated devices have the gate length (LG) and
gate–source spacing (LGS) both of 2 µm, the gate width of
400 µm, and the gate–drain spacing (LGD) varying from 5 to
20 µm. All the devices are the depletion mode with a similar
Vth of ∼ −2.9 V. Fig. 3 compares the IDS–VDS characteristics
of the three different structures realized in sample A (the
results are averaged from three typical devices of each type).
As shown, the proposed hybrid drain devices show a similar
saturation current level with the other two types of devices.
A similar trend is also observed for the devices in sample B.
However, the Schottky drain devices exhibit a Von of ∼1 V (the
onset voltage of the Schottky contact), resulting in increased
ON-resistance. With both the original ohmic and the extended
Schottky current paths, there is no onset voltage observed for
the proposed hybrid drain devices. Before VDS exceeds Von

of the Schottky part of the drain contact, the current could
still flow through the ohmic part of the contact. When the
drain voltage becomes higher than the onset voltage, the drain
Schottky electrode also turns on for current conduction. The
calculated Ron in Fig. 3 is 1.80 mΩ · cm2 for the hybrid drain
devices, which is very close to that of 1.78 mΩ · cm2 for the
ohmic drain devices, whereas the Schottky drain devices show
a much higher value of 2.33 mΩ · cm2.

The breakdown voltage VBK and OFF-state IDS−VDS curves
were measured under the three-terminal condition with a floated
substrate by the Keithley high-voltage module with a limitation
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Fig. 5. OFF-state IDS–VDS characteristics of sample B.

of 1100 V. In addition, the samples were immersed into the
Fluorinert FC-77 liquid to avoid surface flashover. The break-
down voltage is defined by the voltage corresponding to the
drain current at 1 mA/mm. Fig. 4 shows the measured VBK from
both samples A and B (each data point is also the average of
three typical devices with the error bars shown). Note that the
VBK of both the hybrid and Schottky drain devices in sample B
with a LGD of 20 µm exceed the measurement limitation
as illustrated by the dashed lines using extrapolation. With a
similar trend for both samples, it can be observed that the hybrid
drain devices present, in general, the highest VBK, and the
conventional ohmic drain devices have relatively lower VBK.
The reason of VBK enhancement for Schottky and hybrid drain
devices could be attributed to the smooth interface between the
Schottky metal and the AlGaN barrier layer (or GaN cap layer)
and lack of metal spiking [8]. In addition, the hybrid drain
devices present even higher VBK than the pure Schottky drain
structure. Compared with the pure Schottky drain devices, in
which the peak electric field occurs at the edge of the drain
Schottky metal, two electric field peaks exist in the hybrid
devices at the vicinity of the drain contact. One peak locates
at the edge of the ohmic portion, owing to metal spikes of the
ohmic contact. The other peak occurs at the edge of the drain
Schottky metal extension, which forms a Γ-shaped electrode
and acts similar to a field plate to alleviate the high electric
field around the metal spikes. This twin peak distribution can
effectively alleviate and smooth out the electric field intensity
around the drain side.

With a thinner buffer thickness, the breakdown voltages of
the devices on sample A are lower than those observed in
sample B. For sample A, VBK obviously increases as LGD

increases from 5 to 10 µm but somehow saturated at ∼400 to
450 V when LGD becomes 20 µm. The saturated VBK is mainly
due to the buffer leakage current in the vertical direction with
a relatively thin buffer layer on the silicon substrate [5]. With
a much thicker buffer layer of sample B, VBK increases with
LGD, and the ohmic drain device with a LGD of 20 µm can
reach a breakdown voltage up to 960 V. Although not shown
in Fig. 4, the devices with an even larger LGD show increasing
VBK beyond 1100 V, which indicates that the sample B devices
with a LGD of 20 µm are still limited by the gate–drain
breakdown rather than the Si substrate. The VBK improvement
of the Schottky and hybrid drain structures are 59.7% (170 V)
and 64.9% (187 V) for devices with LGD = 5 µm and 17.5%
(112 V) and 33.3% (210 V) for LGD = 10 µm, compared with
the conventional ohmic drain devices.

Fig. 5 shows OFF-state IDS–VDS characteristics of the three
types of devices in sample B with LGD = 20 µm. Both the
Schottky and hybrid drain structures can suppress the leak-
age current by about one order of magnitude, compared with
the conventional ohmic drain devices. Similarly, this can be
attributed to the Schottky drain metal with a smooth contact
interface, which can reduce the high electric field around the
metal spikes and suppress the buffer leakage current.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we proposed a hybrid Schottky–ohmic drain
structure for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs on a Si substrate, without
the need of any additional photomasks and process steps.
The Schottky metal extension formed a Γ-shaped electrode,
reducing the peak electric field and smoothing the electric field
distribution around the drain. The hybrid drain design also
provided an extra current path to lower the ON-resistance. The
measured results showed a zero onset voltage and reduced OFF-
state leakage current by one order of magnitude compared with
that of the traditional ohmic drain devices. The breakdown
voltage was also significantly enhanced up to 64.9% without
any degradation of the ON-resistance.
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